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AWARENESS

MONTH
Understanding,
accepting autism
for what it is

“I DON’T CONSIDER
IT A DISABILITY, I
CONSIDER IT A
LIFESTYLE.”

Students
tackle gender
and society
By Nik.Heftman
@iowastatedaily.com
Rekha Basu, opinion columnist for the Des
Moines Register, went into work early Friday
to write her Sunday column but quickly
found herself distracted by the litany of
emails telling her she was not in good standing with God.
Basu said the letters were reactions to a
column she had written in Thursday’s paper
that had taken issue with Iowa Rep. Shannon
Lundgren’s claim that “life begins at conception,” stating that legislators have used that
as a basis for the argument that all abortions
should be illegal.
“I called that claim a myth,” Basu said,
“which essentially relegates it to the realm
of mythology, which describes the stories
each religion tells its members in support of
its doctrine.”
Basu, who has appeared on NBC Night
News, CNN and C-SPAN Book TV, to name a
few, served as the keynote speaker Saturday
afternoon at the second annual Women,
Gender and Sexuality Studies Student Conference. The conference, titled Transforming
Gender and Society, took place in the Memorial Union. It was organized by Iowa State’s
Women’s and Gender Studies Program.
The conference was composed of three
90-minute sessions. Each session was composed of scores of student-led presentations
tackling the topics of women and gender in
society. Student projects focused on a plethora of themes, including identity, wellness,
gender in politics and gender as it related to
digital literacy.
Conference organizers invited both undergraduate and graduate students to present at
the conference, contrasting last year’s event
in which only undergraduates were able to
present.
Students were encouraged to present academic research and creative works. Presentations were also done in the forms of panels
and roundtable discussions.

BRANDON
ARKLAND

By Hannahjoy.McNeal
@iowastatedaily.com
Brandon Arkland, senior in child, adult and family
services, grew up in Webster City, Iowa. He was a yearround athlete throughout his middle and high school
years, bearing an array of positions and duties with his
town’s recreational program.
It was his job as a youth coach, specifically, that
sparked his passion for helping others. Although this
budding ambition to support people was very prominent, the task was not always easy for Arkland.
At the age of 4, Arkland was diagnosed with autism
by the University of Iowa’s Stead Family Children’s
Hospital Autism Center.
Autism spectrum disorder, also known as ASD, is a
complex developmental disability. Signs typically appear during early childhood and affect a person’s ability
to communicate and interact with others.
ASD is defined by a certain set of behaviors and is
a spectrum condition, meaning it affects individuals
differently to varying degrees, according to autismsociety.org.
“They labeled me as intellectually disabled and said I
had a really low IQ,” Arkland said. “They told my parents
that they should expect hardly anything from me. Maybe
I could be a janitor.”
That is not exactly what he had in mind, however. Arkland noted that the support and hard work he received
from people in his life, especially his parents, had a lot
to do with what he has accomplished.
Arkland will graduate in May. He has served on many
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Rekha Basu was the keynote speaker at the Tranforming
Gender and Society conference on Saturday.

“WE NEED TO
TREAT [PEOPLE
WITH
AUTISM]
AS PEOPLE
RATHER
THAN A
DISABILITY.”
IAN
ALLEN

“I WOULD RATHER
IT BE AUTISM
ACCEPTANCE
MONTH, BUT
WE AREN’T
THERE YET.”
CARISSA
WIDSETH
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Global Gala celebrates ISU diversity
By Talon.Delaney
@iowastatedaily.com

Abigail Schafer/Iowa State Daily

Anupam Singh, graduate student in industrial and manufacturing engineering systems, performs and explains
an Indian percussion piece, which is a significant part of Indian culture, during the Global Gala on Friday.

AURORA HEIGHTS

Brand New Spacious Affordable Luxary
1&2 Units Across from ISU Research Park

2110 Cottonwood Rd.

Students filled the Great
Hall of the Memorial Union
Friday night to absorb the
cultures of Iowa State’s diverse body of scholars at the
Global Gala celebration.
Attendees enjoyed a wide
array of traditional song and
dance, as well as contemporary pieces performed in
observance of folk heritage.
Students got a close look
at the Ghanaian art of Adinkra by customizing personal
flags to tell their own unique
life story.
Mariachi Los Amigos,
a Mexico-inspired music
group at Iowa State, led off
the night. The group’s musical folk renditions warranted
many mid-performance cries
and applauses.
“I really liked [Peter Deveaux-Isaac’s] solo,” Jenna
Rasmusson, freshman in
agronomy, said in reference
to the chairman of Iowa
State’s Pan-Caribbean community. “It really felt like it
was more personal for him.”

Call for Spring Specials
on remaining units!

515-292-5050

www.uniqueames.com

Deveaux-Isaac sang an
uplifting a capella piece inspired by the harsh hurricanes of his native country,
the Bahamas.
The Arab Students Association conducted a unique
combination of traditional
line and circle dances, wowing the crowd with complicated steps and kicks.
Iowa State’s popular dance
group Motion Sickness followed with a contemporary
dance ensemble, pleasing
the crowd with its fast-paced,
static hip-hop choreography.
Cultural unity was a common theme throughout the
night, as all groups took stage
after performing to encourage students to join their
organizations, regardless of
race or ethnicity.
Anupam Singh silenced
the audience with his intense
and intricate twin drum skills
and humored the audience
with his beat-boxing abilities.
“I really enjoyed performing,” Singh said. “There’s a
lot that goes on between India and Pakistan, and music
is something that binds the
two nations. As a musician, I

can get past the politics and
just play.”
The Indian Students Association also took stage with
an honest and harmonious
mix of ancient drums and
vocals, reciting pieces more
than 2,000 years old.
Iowa State’s Latin Dance
Club offered a duet ensemble
featuring a Salsa dance, as
well as bachata, a dance form
native to the Dominican Republic.
The Pakistan Student Association received roars of
applause as it put on a cultural fashion show debuting
traditional Pakistani clothing, followed by a multi-part
dance feature.
“The whole night was
great,” Megan Frisvold, senior in global resource systems, said. “There was such a
diverse slice of cultures, and
it’s always fun to see different
dances.”
The Bollywood Dance
Club brought the evening to
an end with its distinct fusion
of jazz, hip-hop and traditional Bhangra dances. Its
performance brought about
a final applause.

MORTENSEN HEIGHTS

Brand New Spacious Affordable Luxury
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Units in West Ames

5310 Mortensen
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WEATHER
MONDAY

Mostly cloudy with rain at
times. High 54. Low 43.

54
43

DIGITAL
CONTENT

SNAPSHOT

NEWS

NEWS YOU MAY
HAVE MISSED

Weather provided by ISU American Meteorological Society

POLICE BLOTTER
The information in the log comes from
the ISU and City of Ames police depart‑
ments’ records.

March 30
Alexey Vinicio Acevedo
Quesada, 22, of 311 Ash Ave.
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and
charged with assault and crim‑
inal trespass at 1:57 p.m.
Marco Andrey Acevedo‑
Quesada, 24, of 119 Stanton
Ave Unit 421, Ames, Iowa,
was arrested on a warrant for
assault and criminal trespass.
Anthony Merle Jacob‑
sen, 19, of 221 Beyer Court,
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and
charged with operating while
intoxicated, failure to use
headlamps when required

Turn off your phone this
week end or step away
from the news? We have
you covered. Check out the
top 5 articles from over the
weekend online.

All those accused of violating the law
are innocent until proven guilty in a
court of law.

and unlawful use of license
at 126‑201 Welch Avenue at
1:36 a.m.
Haleigh Morgan Lamb, 21,
of 3429 Tripp Street Unit 212,
Ames, Iowa, was arrested and
charged with public intoxica‑
tion at Arbor Street and State
Avenue at 2:01 a.m.
An individual reported dam‑
age to a camera at Wilson Hall
at1:37 p.m.

Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily

ARTIST PAINTS PORTRAIT OF RETIRED FACULTY
Iowa artist Rose Frantzen paints a portrait of Dave Miller as part of her Faces of Iowa State series on Sunday. Miller is the retired director of Facilities Planning and Management. A native of Maquoketa, Iowa,
Frantzen has gained national and international acclaim for her oil paintings.

SNAPSHOT

An individual reported be‑
ing harassed at Friley Hall at
5:00 p.m.

Snow Melt Yoga: Stories
with a Twist: 10:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. at Reiman Gardens. Parent/child yoga
classes that incorporate
stories about winter. Meets
for 4 straight Mondays. Cost:
$50 (discounts for members,
ISU students.)
Candidate Presentation:
Landscape Architecture
Chair Finalist Thomas Oslund: 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. at
Room 416 Design. Thomas
Oslund is a finalist for the
position of chair of the ISU
Department of Landscape
Architecture. He currently
is the principal and design
director of Oslund and Associates, a professional design
firm based in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. He will give a
public presentation followed
by a question-and-answer
period.
Lecture: Design for Life Stuart Walker: 5:30 p.m. at
Kocimski Auditorium, 101
College of Design. Stuart
Walker is Chair of Design for
Sustainability and a Director
of the Imagination Lancaster
Research Centre at Lancaster
University, UK.
Lecture: Design for Life: Creating Meaning in a Distracted World: 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. at Kocimski Auditorium,
101 Design. In this lecture,
Stuart Walker, a professor of
design for sustainability and
co-director of the ImaginationLancaster research center at Lancaster University,
England, will explore the relationship between creative
practice, human values and
the importance of tradition
and localization. Part of the
Changing Change:Thoughts
and Actions for Sustainable
Environments series.
Lecture: Was Bernini Xenophobic? Nationalism in Early
Modern Rome: 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. at 1352 Gilman.
Linda Nolan is an art history
instructor for the ISU College of Design Rome Program and for several other
study abroad programs in
Rome. She is a specialist
in early modern Italian art
and classical Roman art and
archaeology. Part of the ISU
College of Design Rome Program Lecture Series.
Class: Narrative Photogra-

Lecture: Former U.S. Ambassador to Libya Deborah
Jones: 8 p.m. at Great Hall,
Memorial Union. “America
and the Middle East: Shifting Sands in the Security
Relationship?”- Ambassador Deborah K. Jones, a career member of the Senior
Foreign Service, recently
stepped down as the U.S.
Ambassador to Libya, a position she held May 2013
through 2015. World Affairs
Series.

April 4
Faces of Iowa State LIVE
Portrait Painting - Lori Jacobson: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at 0003 Morrill Hall. University Museums, Iowa State
University, is pleased to announce the live painting of
16 portraits by celebrated
Iowa artist Rose Frantzen.
The portrait painting sessions will take place during
a March 29 through April 6,
2017 residency in the lower
gallery of the Christian Petersen Art Museum, 0003
Morrill Hall, on central campus. All portrait sessions
will be open to the public
to watch Frantzen’s artistic
process evolve.
Retirement reception: Lea
Bartley: 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at
0162 General Services Building. Lea Bartley, manager
for accounting in Facilities
Planning and Management,
is retiring. A program will
begin at 1:30 p.m.
Meeting: Faculty Senate:
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Great
Hall, Memorial Union. The
Faculty Senate represents
the general faculty of Iowa
State University and participates in shared governance
of the University with the administration. Senate meetings are open to the public.
All events and descriptions
courtesy of the Iowa State
events page at events.iastate.edu.

PHOTOS: POLAR
BEAR PLUNGE
The greek community
spent their Saturday afternoon outside the Memorial
Union plunging into cold
water to raise money for
Special Olympics.

PHOTOS: GREEK
OLYMPICS
Members of the greek
community participated in
a series of different events
and competitions throughout the day on April 1 to
raise money.

phy: 6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at
Reiman Gardens. A fourweek program taught by
photographer Mark Stoltenberg. Cost: $95 (discounts
for members, ISU students.)
ISU Flute Studio Recital:
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at
Martha-EllenTye Recital Hall,
Music Building. Students of
Sonja Giles.

MULTIMEDIA

MULTIMEDIA

CALENDAR
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THE PINES PERFORMS AT MAINTENANCE SHOP
David Huckfelt and Benson Ramsey of the Pines sing during their show Saturday at the Maintenance
Shop. The Pines just finished a North American tour with Mason Jennings in 25 cities. The band is native
to Iowa, and considers the Midwest an inspiritation for its music.

Plant breeding series to
address gene regulation
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
The plant breeding
seminar series at Iowa
State will continue Tuesday.
The event, which will
take place from 4 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in 3140 Agronomy Hall, will address
comparing genes, gene

regulation and phenotype across maize, sorghum and foxtail millet,
according to the Iowa
State events website.
James Schnable, assistant professor in the
department of agronomy
and horticulture at the
University of Nebraska,
will present at the seminar.
The next plant breed-

ing seminar series will
take place on April 18.
Benjamin Trampe will
present on biparental
mapping of spontaneous
haploid genome doubling in temperate germplasm.
Sarah Jones will present on hypersectional
disease signatures for
detection of charcoal rot
in soybean.

Abortion opponent to lecture
Presenting ‘Planned Parenthood: The Pink Exposed’
By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
Sue Thayer, who was a
manager at Planned Parenthood for 18 years before
becoming an abortion opponent, will present the
lecture Planned Parenthood: The Pink Exposed on
Tuesday.

Thayer became an
abortion opponent after
objecting to a teleconferencing system that allows doctors to dispense
abortion pills to patients
in rural clinics, according
to the Iowa State events
website.
Thayer the first 40 Days
for Life campaign at the
Planned Parenthood of

the Heartland Clinic in
Storm Lake, Iowa.
She is the founder and
director for of Cornerstone for Life Pregnancy
Resource Center.
The event will begin at 7
p.m. in 1148 Gerdin Business Building and will be
free to attend. Thayer has
been a foster and adoptive
parent for 27 years.

Faculty Senate meeting

Senate to discuss new master’s program, minor

By Kyle.Heim
@iowastatedaily.com
The Iowa State Faculty
Senate will meet Tuesday to discuss potential
changes Iowa State could
face in the near future.
The meeting will take

place from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m. in the Great Hall of
the Memorial Union and
will be open for the public
to attend.
The senate will further discuss a proposed
master’s of professional
practice in dietetics and
the communication profi-

ciency grade requirement,
according to Faculty Senate agenda.
New business that will
be addressed during the
meeting includes a minor
in data science, a certificate for data science and
the FH 6.4 Emeritus/a
Professor designation.

PHOTOS: GLOBAL
GALA
The annual Global Gala
celebration was held Frid a y t o c e l e b r a t e I o wa
State’s diverse body of
scholars. Check out the
gallery online.

LIFESTYLE

SHOE ESSENTIALS
THIS SEASON
Go online to iowastatedaily.com to check out
shoe essentials for this
season or follow the Iowa
State Daily style section on
Twitter @isdselfstyle.

LIMELIGHT

FACEBOOK LIVE:
ACOUSTIC LOUNGE
Make sure to tune in to
the Iowa State Daily Facebook Live on Monday at
7 p.m. where Ames musician Dan DeGeest will be
performing.

MULTIMEDIA

PHOTOS: GREEK
WEEK LIP SYNC
Lip Sync was held in
Stephens Auditorium
Friday night where each
Greek pairing showcased
t h e i r L i p Sy n c p e r f o rmances for the audience
and judges. Check out
photos from the greek
event online at iowastatedaily.com or on Twitter
@isdphoto.

CORRECTIONS
The Iowa State Daily wel‑
comes comments and sug‑
gestions or complaints about
errors that warrant correction.
To submit a correction, please
contact our editor at 515-2945688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
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Lip Sync showcases
talents of greeks
LIP SYNC PERFORMANCES

By Emily.Hammer
@iowastatedaily.com

Ryan Bretoi/Iowa State Daily

Fraternity brothers jump into the cold water during the Polar Bear Plunge on Saturday outside of the
Memorial Union. Funds raised during the plunge benefit the Special Olympics.

Polar Bear Plunge raises
more than $370,000 total
By Emily.Hammer
@iowastatedaily.com
What sound does a college student make as they
jump into a pool full of
frigid, ice-filled water?
Mostly screams, which
can barely be heard over
the sound of onlookers
cheering them on.
Members of the greek
community spent their
Saturday afternoon outside the Memorial Union
plunging into cold water and supporting their
brothers and sisters to
raise money for Special
Olympics.
Duc To, freshman in
Kappa Sigma, raised $255
partly because his fraternity’s pairing, Delta Zeta,

is very involved and he
bounced off its motivation.
Another part of his motivation came from his autistic cousin.
Because he knows somebody with autism, he feels
he can relate to the cause.
“Special needs people
coming in and talking to
us and hanging out with
them really motivated me
to help as much as I can,”
To said.
Participants continue to
raise the bar high, having
raised nearly $356,000 by
the time Polar Bear Plunge
began at 4 p.m. That is
nearly two times what the
community raised in 2015:
$188,000.
But the donation portal
didn’t close at 4 p.m.; the
greeks still had until mid-

night to raise money for
Special Olympics.
Brenna Peterson, sophomore in Kappa Alpha Theta, said that this was her
first year doing it and she
just watched last year.
“I got to see some of
the girls who did it last
year and I thought that
was fun,” Peterson said.
“I thought it’d be a good
thing to be involved with.
It’s a great cause.”
Not only does the money go toward a cause, but
points for Greek Week are
on the line.
Each participant had to
raise $75 in order to compete.
Additionally, at least 35
percent of each team had
to plunge in order to earn
points.

For 65 years, people inside and outside of
the greek community have come to watch
Lip Sync, a part of Greek Week. Friday night,
Lip Sync saw the bottom floor of Stephens
Auditorium nearly full as more trickled into
the balcony.
Lip Sync requires pairings to lip sync to a
skit composed of different songs and a plot.
This year, the theme they had to incorporate was “Cardinal, Gold and Greek.”
Alyson Logel, treasurer of Pi Beta Chi,
loves the morale of coming together as a
chapter and community, but also as a pairing. Pi Beta Chi was paired with Chi Omega
and Sigma Pi.
Logel said that Lip Sync is her favorite
part of Greek Week because of how funny
the skits are and the songs that each pairing uses.
“Last year I didn’t get to participate, but
I went to watch and it was super fun,” she
said. “I didn’t think I would enjoy it and I
only went to support my sisters, but I really
did enjoy it.”
Each team also had to incorporate a
given noise into their skit: the SpongeBob
Squarepants narrator saying “two hours
later.”
This year, a new award was also incorporated, titled the “People’s Choice Award.”
Attendees were able to vote on the skit they
thought was the best by paying a dollar. All
proceeds went to the Special Olympics.
Other awards include: Best Plot, Best Costumes, Best Main Character, Best Supporting Cast, Best Choreography, Best Set, Best
Supporting Character and Athlete’s Choice.
A few competitors from the Special
Olympics also performed for the audience,
featuring a jail scene in which the prisoners
get out and begin dancing and intimidating
the guard.
Some awards were also given out, such as
the Golden Hanger award. This award goes
to the pairing with the best apparel, despite
having no point value. Greekelodeon won
this award.
Ash Branch won both the Team Flag
award and first place for Show Me the
Greeks, a fashion show where a single team
member shows their knowledge of greek life
as well as their personality.
Greek Busters and DAAKstreet Boyz tied
for second place for Show Me the Greeks.
Finalists for Karaoke performed in
between Lip Sync skits as well, each with
a team of six people. Finalists can be
seen below.

Greek Busters: This performance saw
Jane showing Tarzan around the greek
jungle, with guest appearances from
characters in “The Lion King,” “Madagascar” and “The Jungle Book.”
• Pirates of Greekland: A rendition
of “Pirates of the Caribbean” followed
Elizabeth Swann and Captain Jack Sparrow as they used a map to learn about
different aspects of greek life.
• Greek Madness: A grandma saw Sim
University was left running on a computer and played it to relive her glory
days of being a part of greek life.
Mighty Greeks: Similar to “Dancing
with the Stars,” Dancing with the Greeks
saw three teams with celebrity guests
compete for Cardinal, Gold or Greek
before Kim Kardashian reminded them
it’s not about winning.
• Greekelodeon: The school administration tries to shut down the greek
community so two members time travel
to the future to see what Iowa State is like
without greek community.
• DAAKstreet Boyz: In the style of “Legally Blonde,” Elle Woods goes to Greek
Visit Day to learn about going greek after
receiving a call from her parents saying
that her hall director said she wasn’t living up to her potential.
• Juju on that Greek: When a high
school student is accepted to Iowa State
and doesn’t think he wants to join greek
life, his parents flash back to their greek
days and show him why he should.
• Ash Branch: An Iowa State students
doesn’t want to go greek, so while taking
a nap, the ghosts of greek past, present
and future visit and show her why she
should go greek.
• Gamma Kappa Psi: After the greek
community loses their color because
they don’t know how to work together, a
new Iowa State student shows them how
to get it back.
• Greek Attack: A girl falls asleep and
wakes up in Greekland, similar to Wonderland, and goes on a quest to show
the queen why greek life should not be
banished any longer.
• Greek Gatsby: Losing her way in a
tornado, a girl is lost in Greekland and is
sent to the Memorial Union to find the
wizard who will help get her back home,
along the way deciding to join greek life
and convincing the evil witch to join, too.
• Threat Level Theta: An Office-style
performance sees Michael work to get

LIPSYNC p4

Annual lawn
mower service
day benefit for
club, Ames
By Kai.Creswell
@iowastatedaily.com
The Ag Systems Technology (AST) Club welcomed April with its annual lawn mower service
day fundraiser at Sukup Hall.
Lawn mower service day is a way for the group
to give back to the community while also promoting its club.
Koy Vander Leest, AST president and junior in
agricultural system technology, is in charge of
setting up the fundraiser, as well as club meetings
and industry tour trips.
“We do the fundraising events to help the community out because not everyone is mechanically
inclined enough to do it, and we can do it cheaper
than going somewhere else where they service
them,” Vander Leest said.
The club starts roughly two months prior to the
event, because the shop and parking lot need to
be reserved.
“A lot of us are farm guys, so we’ve all done this
before,” Vander Leest said. If someone doesn’t
know how to service a lawn mower, members of
the club will sit down with them and show them
how to do it. Once they feel comfortable, they’ll let
them service lawn mowers on their own.
“We always stress to please ask questions,
because if they don’t know, they’ll find someone
who does.”
The club has a mailing list of past customers
that it sends postcards to every year, and it will
bring back its lawn mower service day year after
year. The service includes an oil change, a blade
sharpening, a power wash, a new spark plug and
a half tank of gas.
Zane Torrance, senior in agricultural studies,
has been doing this event for two years after he
transferred from Black Hawk College East Campus
in Illinois. He started servicing lawn mowers and
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Courtesy of Iowa State University

Martin Jischke (left), former Iowa State president, Greg Geoffroy, former Iowa State president, and Steven Leath, departing Iowa State president.

How ISU departures compare
By Tristan.Wade
@iowastatedaily.com
Iowa State President Steven
Leath’s recent announcement
that he will step down from
his position to become the
president at Auburn University came as a surprise to many.
As Leath prepares to leave,
here is a comparison of other
past presidents’ departures.

GREGORY GEOFFROY
Gregory Geoffroy was the
Iowa State president from
2001 to 2012. His departure
was vastly different than
Leath’s.
Geoffroy announced that
he would step down as president nearly nine months
prior to when the next president, Leath, took the new
position. This allowed for a
full search process that was

void of surprises, resulting in
a clean passing of the baton
from Geoffroy to Leath.
The former president also
did not fully retire from the
university; he maintained a
position at the school after
he stepped down.
When Geoffroy relinquished his role, many people at the time were already
discussing his legacy compared to other Iowa State
presidents.
“I predict that 50 years
from now, people will still be
talking about Greg Geoffroy
as one of the great presidents,” said Elizabeth Hoffman, Iowa State vice president at the time, reflecting
on Geoffroy in 2011.
Geoffroy stepped down
amid praise and thanks for
his time as Iowa State’s president, and Geoffroy Hall was
recently named in his honor.

MARTIN JISCHKE

Martin Jischke served as
Iowa State’s president from
1991 to 2000. It’s easy to draw
comparisons between his departure from Iowa State and
Leath’s.
Jischke stepped down as
Iowa State president to take
the same position at Purdue
University. He was president
there until 2007.
When Jischke left Iowa State,
many had mixed feelings about
his time here.
Two years after Jischke had
left, however, his name caused
quite a bit of controversy.
In early 2002, it was announced that a soon-to-becomplete honors building
would be named after Jischke.
Some students tried to get
the name changed, believing that the building was too
important to be named after
the former president because

“nobody liked Jischke,” Jessica
Raim, the student who led the
appeal, said.
The Jischke Honors Building held the name despite the
appeal.

STEVEN LEATH
Leath’s departure from Iowa
State is reminiscent of Jischke’s.
Like the previous president,
Leath is leaving Iowa State to
become president elsewhere,
and there are a few who view
his scandals as reasons to be
happy that he’s leaving.
Planegate, as it was dubbed,
caused many to lose confidence in their president despite
his other accomplishments.
Only time will tell if Leath’s
mistakes will be forgotten and
his legacy will be like that of
Geoffroy, or if there’s a battle
waiting to happen when a
building is named after him
like Jischke.
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Sudoku

by the Mepham Group

LEVEL:

SNAPSHOT

1 2 3 4

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and 3-by3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.
org.uk

Crossword

Kylie Kost/Iowa State Daily

GREEK OLYMPICS: BED RACE
Bed race contestants compete to be the fastest bed during the Greek Olympics on Saturday. The fraternity members push the beds all the way around
sorority circle hoping to get first place. The Greek Olympics are part of Greek Week and a 65-year tradition at Iowa State. During the week, the greek
community unites to fundraise, to help the community and to foster friendship among students from different houses.

LIPSYNC p3

Across
1 Short glasses?
6 1979 exile
10 “Collective unconscious” coiner
14 Necklace material
15 Big Island port
16 “Beauty __ the
eye ...”
17 President who
appointed
Sotomayor to the
Supreme Court
18 Loads
19 Beatles movie
20 New Year’s Day
staple
23 One making
sidelong glances
24 Bias-__ tire
25 Mil. roadside
hazard
26 Highest of MLB’s
“minors”
28 Ode relic
29 Animation unit
32 Place to learn to
crawl?
37 “Harold and
Maude” director
39 Aptly named 22Down
40 Band since 1980
that disbanded
41 Freeway no-no
42 “The Wizard of Oz”
device
43 It has a handle

and flies
45 Comaneci score
46 “Now I __ me ...”
48 Getting-in approx.
49 90210, e.g.
50 Stylist’s supply
52 Run in the heat?
56 Place to split a split
60 Goes downhill fast
61 Ricelike pasta
62 Worthless
63 Confined, with “up”
64 “Terrif!”
65 Lena and others
66 Surfers’ guides
67 __ qua non
68 What one might
see in a 20-, 32-, 43- or
56-Across

Down
1 Make a point
2 NOLA sandwich
3 Wipe clean
4 One concerned
with composition and
angles
5 Hunk
6 Wrapped accessory
7 Like links golf
Courses
8 Crooked
9 Bloviator’s talk
10 Muslim holy war
11 Exploited
12 “Aida” backdrop
13 Macroeconomics fig.

Horoscopes

21 Gem for a Scorpio,
perhaps
22 39-Across automaker
27 Fake nail material
28 “Semper Fi” org.
29 Carp family fish
30 Spanish Civil War
battle site
31 Snowshoe hare
hunter
32 Narrow cut
33 Are in the past?
34 Emblem
35 Pretentiously
showy
36 “Wide Sargasso
__”: Jean Rhys novel
38 Overpower
44 Plant in an underwater forest
47 Golf green borders
49 Citrus peels
50 Certain strip native
51 Overact
53 California town
whose name means
“the river”
54 Doone who turned
out to be Lady Dugal’s
daughter
55 Secret rendezvous
56 Furniture store
that also sells Swedish
meatballs
57 Quatre et un
58 “... __ saw Elba”
59 Starting from
60 No. at the beach

by Linda Black

Today’s Birthday
(43/17)
What do you really want for yourself, your community, and the world?
Keep your networks buzzing into summer with possibilities. Launch
into action, and monitor the pace. Rejuvenate at home, with friends
and family. Manage finances closely for gain, especially insurance and
investments. Play, learn and be creative.
To get the advantage, check the day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries - 9

(March 21-April 19)
Balance must be
restored, which will
require love. Don’t be afraid to
express your feelings to solve a
domestic puzzle. Talk things over,
and discover romance as a sweet
side benefit.

Taurus - 8

(April 20-May 20)
What you need is
closer than it appears.
Your fame travels far and wide, but
do you really do it for the glory?
Love blooms all around you.

Gemini - 7

(May 21-June 20)
Children teach you the
rules. Invite yourself
and others to play. It doesn’t need
to be serious, does it? Laughter
really is the best medicine.

Cancer - 7

(June 21-July 22)
Plan things carefully,
and write ideas down
so you don’t forget important
details. You’re making a great
impression.

Leo - 9

(July 23-Aug. 22)
Every now and then,
you need to do
something that feeds your soul.
Enrolling in a creative class could
support your overall goals. It’s
more fun than expected.

Virgo - 8

(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Stick to practical
financial plans. Pay
close attention to what you eat.
Go ahead and obsess on details;
you’re gaining wisdom. Let it all go
for a lovely moment with family.

Libra - 8

(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
You’re full of brilliant
ideas. The best of
them come when you’re relaxed
and not thinking too hard. Look at
things from an unfamiliar vantage
point.

Scorpio - 7

(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Communications are
getting through, even
if it doesn’t seem like it. When in
doubt, pick up the phone and ask.
Don’t be afraid to make a special
request. Give back, with love.

Sagittarius - 8

(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Continue to work
faster to advance to
the next level and make more
money. Beyond the financial
gains, you feel more empowered.

Capricorn - 8

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Time for introspection
and beauty is well
spent today. Redecorate your
office without losing track of work
obligations. Put some energy into
romance and receive a hidden
benefit.

Aquarius - 8

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
There’s a beneficial
development, careerwise. Find another motivation
besides money, and look for the
pull on your heartstrings.

Pisces - 7

(Feb. 19-March 20)
Your skills continue
to improve with age
and practice. Be grateful as you
gain confidence. Invest in your
business, and get farther.

Greekland reinstated after
the branch is shut down,
but realizes how important teamwork is when
others in his office are the
ones to get it up and running.
• Peace, Love, Greeks:
Flashing back to the 1980s,
two hosts are holding a
call-a-thon to raise $1,000
for Greek Week and realize
they earn more money as
they exemplify the greek
pillars.
• Alpha Trifecta: Bear
Grylls explores the Iowa
wild before happening
upon Iowa State and learning about greek life, despite having bad boundaries and taking most things
as a challenge.
• IV League: At a Monster’s Inc. clubfest, Sully
and Mike learn how the
Scare Games bring the
greek community closer together, but have to
show Randal that, too, as
he keeps stealing greek
pillars.

LAWNMOWER p3
filling in where he could
but is now in charge of the
logistics of the event, like
checking everyone in and
collecting money.
When dealing with a
high-pressure situation,
customer satisfaction is
always his main priority.

GENDER p1
In a session titled “Transforming the Digital Age,”
Jasmina Bonilla, senior in
communication studies
at Graceland University,
presented on a divide in
digital literacy in reference
to gender.
Bonilla cited several studies that illustrated the onset of gender stereotypes
pertaining to women and
technology. She said that
women are generally perceived as technologically
illiterate.
Bonilla also cited a study
that observed interactions
between female YouTubers
and their viewers. The study
found that women, more
often than men, were subjected to hostile comments.
Any encouraging comments
were about the YouTuber’s
appearance, not the content itself.
“If women can’t access
technology safely, it discourages them from doing
so,” Bonilla said.
Erin Gilligan, senior in
performing arts at Iowa
State, brought tears to the
eyes of her audience mem-

Alexandra Kelly/Iowa State Daily

Members of the Ivy League perform during their lip-sync skit Friday night in Stephens Auditorium, where each
greek pairing showcased its lip-sync performances for the audience and judges.

KARAOKE FINALISTS
• Peace, Love, Greeks
with “September” by
Earth, Wind & Fire
• Greek Attack with
“Bet on It” from High
School Musical

• Alpha Trifecta with
“Can’t Back Down” from
Camp Rock
• DAAKstreet Boyz with
“What Dreams Are Made
Of” from The Lizzie McGuire Movie

• Juju on that Greek with
“Can’t Stop the Feeling” by
Justin Timberlake
• Gamma Kappa Psi
with “Fishing” in the
Dark by Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band

“I got to make sure I keep
the customers moving as
quickly as I can, and not fall
behind, Torrance said. “If
I don’t have to type it into
the computer right away, I
won’t.”
The AST Club doesn’t
require dues, as hosting
service day fundraisers is
a way for it to support club

activities. The club usually
orders Jeff’s Pizza at every
meeting and tries to take
a few industry tour trips
every semester.
“This is a way [for club
members] to work for the
money,” Vander Leest said.
“You got to earn it in my
opinion.”
The club has a picture

book of service days in the
office that dates back to
1982. The customers are
interested in what the club
has been doing and enjoy
seeing the club members
stay ambitious.
“Being mostly a bunch
of ag kids, we always find
ways of having fun,” Torrance said.

bers after reciting “She,” a
creative literary piece.
The fiery piece challenged stereotypes and
touched on the realities of
being a sexual assault survivor. Gilligan said that the
piece was originally written for a creative writing
class when Christiana Langenberg, professor of the
course, prompted the class
to write a biography.
“Anytime that I write, [my
experiences] are going to
come through,” Gilligan
said. “The word ‘she’ is so
powerful. It comes with a lot
of negative connotations.”
Basu spoke during the
lunch portion of the conference. In her column on
abortion legislation, she
shared examples of a piece
written by the president of
the American Society for
Reproductive Medicine in
Washington, D.C.
“He puts the idea that
’life begins with conception’
in the same league as fake
news and disinformation
for deliberately confusing
the public about what is science and what is religious
belief, ” Basu said.
Last June, Basu accompa-

nied a bearded individual
into a series of women’s
bathrooms in and around
Des Moines to make a point
about civil rights.
“We got stared at, laughed
at, yelled at, thrown out and
threatened with arrest,”
Basu said.
The person Basu had accompanied was a transgender male. At the time, a state
law in North Carolina required transgender people
to use public bathrooms
not of their gender identification, but the gender
assigned at birth. The individual wanted to show
how absurd that could be
for someone in his position.
“He felt capturing discomfort of bystanders and
managers was the most
powerful way to illustrate
the wrong-headedness of
the law, not just for North
Carolina, but of politicians
around the country who
have been seizing on the
bathroom issue to energize
religious conservative basis,” Basu said.
The law was repealed on
Thursday.
“Everybody has the right
to be who they are and make
intimate personal decisions
about their bodies without
the fear of arrest, loss of job
or the denial of bathroom
access,” Basu said.
Throughout her speech,
Basu paid homage to a
number of individuals who
she had written about in

her columns who have exhibited resistance to social
and legislative constructs
that they found to be unjust. Several of those stories
were taken directly from her
book, “Finding Her Voice,”
a compilation of columns
about women.
“As one who makes my
living from the news, I
sometimes feel so outraged
that it’s emotionally overwhelming, but checking out
is not an option for me, and
it shouldn’t be an option for
any of us,” Basu said. “The
best antidote to despair is
action.”
Basu also expressed disdain for recent legislation
proposed on the topics of
minimum wage and selfdefense, namely the “stand
your ground” legislation
that says a law-abiding person does not have a duty
to retreat from “any place
where the person is lawfully
present” before defending themselves with deadly
force, according to the Des
Moines Register.
Basu closed by urging attendees to use their stories,
and stories of their peers,
to share broader truths to
combat hateful political
propaganda. She left the
audience to think on an
African proverb:
“Only when lions write
their own history, will the
tale of the hunt cease to
glorify the hunter.”
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America & the Middle East
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Ambassador Debra K. Jones, a career
member of the Senior Foreign Service,
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held through 2015.
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Courtesy of Iowa State University

James Strohman is a lecturer in the world
languages and cultures department at Iowa
State University.

Courtesy of Getty Images

Columnist Korges proposes a few solutions for those worried about having their internet privacy protections revoked. One is adding Tor, an online safeguard that is used
for a variety of causes “from activists trying to avoid government censorship or surveillance to people conducting illicit business on the so-called dark web.”

Keep the internet

PRIVATE
Potential privacy
repeal compromises
web security
By Wilson.Korges
@iowastatedaily.com

I

nternet privacy is yet again
a subject of public discussion as a recent vote on the
topic has cleared the House. The
Washington Post reported that,
“House Republicans voted Tuesday to repeal a set of landmark
privacy protections for Web users
in a sharp pivot away from the
internet policies of the Obama
administration. President Trump
is expected to sign the measure.”
As internet privacy impacts
the majority of Americans, and
perhaps especially students, an
overview of what this vote means
is of utmost importance.
The repeal removes rules put in
place by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) that,
as the New York Times explains,
“required broadband providers
to receive permission before collecting data on a user’s online activities” and remove requirements
to strengthen protections for this
data against hacking attempts.
This is of great benefit to broadband providers such as Comcast,
Verizon and AT&T, which will no
longer be limited in what they do
with the information they gain

from consumers, ranging from
ascertaining locations to attaining
Social Security numbers.
The removal of these requirements is intended to make these
companies more equal competitors with Google and Facebook
within the online advertising
market.
The only thing left for the removal of these rules is a presidential signature, which should
be forthcoming as the Trump
administration has already issued
a statement in support of it.
The question remains: what is
there to be done? If the removal
of these rules worries you, there
are steps that can be taken to
better protect your privacy on the
internet.
Nothing is perfect, but some
measures can be taken to provide
better security and more peace of
mind. Anything I suggest here is,
to some extent, common knowledge, but hopefully will prove
helpful to anyone concerned.
Everything I mention here is free.
Perhaps the most well-known
of the safeguards I can suggest is
Tor, a browser created by the Tor
Project that is described as a “free
software and an open network
that helps you defend against traffic analysis, a form of network surveillance that threatens personal
freedom and privacy, confidential
business activities and relationships, and state security.”
Tor, while not known as the
fastest of browsers, and, like anything else, not completely fault-

less, is a remarkable tool and has
been used for a variety of important causes “from activists trying
to avoid government censorship
or surveillance to people conducting illicit business on the so-called
dark web.”
My other recommendations are
Open Whisper Systems, which
provides encryption for both
iPhone and Android, and Orbot,
an extension of the Tor Project
for Android.
Open Whisper Systems, the
same company that developed
Signal — an already popular
encryption app — allows users
to send text, photo and video
messages securely without Open
Whisper Systems being able to
read them. It also provides the
same calling services for both
iPhone and Android, ensuring
your voice calls are protected.
This should be helpful for those
who often use their phones for
internet use.
While my recommendations
are no doubt rudimentary — I am
anything but an expert, and most
of my knowledge comes secondhand — I hope they will provide
those interested with a sense
of what they can do to protect
themselves and their browsing
habits, both via computers and
phones. Whether this is a new
interest sprouting in the wake of
the recent House vote or a more
general subject of concern, you
should have the tools available to
you to protect your privacy to the
extent you wish.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

I do not believe the issue is
whether abortion should be
legal or illegal, but rather is an
unborn fetus human. If we solve
this second issue, the first issue
is solved.
So, what is the difference between us and an unborn fetus?
There are actually four differences; these differences are easy
to remember with the acronym
SLED. Let us go through SLED.
S stands for size. The famous

NBA player Shaquille O’Neal
stands at about 7 feet 1 inch tall
and weighs roughly 325 pounds.
I, on the other hand, measure in
at 5 feet 11 inches tall and weigh
185 pounds. Is Shaq anymore of
a person or more human than
me? I sure hope not.
L is for level of development.
A fetus does not have a sense of
awareness or intelligence. But if
intelligence is a key sign of being
human, then those of us who
have a higher GPA or IQ should
be able to exploit those who
have lower scores. It would also
mean as we get older, we lose

Iowa State University has been in
several national headlines recently.
An international studies professor assigned an essay to students that asked
them to think about the events of 9/11
from the perspective of the terrorists
who perpetrated the attacks.
This exercise, viewing the attack
on America from a non-Western, terrorist’s perspective is indeed a good
assignment. One of the first questions
after the attack was why? Former President George W. Bush’s address to the
nation after the attack had an answer.
He reiterated what Americans had
been saying: “Why do they hate us?”
It is important to note that the
“they” Bush talked about were terrorists, though many people simply, and
wrongly, lumped together all Muslims. But the question remains: Why
did this horrible attack on America
happen? To answer this painful and
complicated question we have to do
exactly what the Iowa State professor
assigned: We have to think about the
events on 9/11 from the perspective
of the terrorists who carried out the
attack. We have to look into the history of al-Qaeda and their ideology.
We must listen to their grievances and
complaints to understand why they
decided so many American civilian
lives could be lost.
It can be painful and upsetting to
research and write about ideas and
concepts that you wholly disagree
with. But it is a very valuable tool
to consider events from differing
perspectives. In fact, it is crucial for
American security to find out why
these events happened. If we are
ever to stop terrorists, we must think
about why they choose their actions
and what led them to the point of attack. When we don’t think about the
attacks from their perspective, we are
eliminating a vital piece of evidence
that helps provide a broader picture
of what happened.
Police officers use this tactic in
regular investigations as well. They
ask criminals why they committed a
crime to better understand the events
leading up to it. They try to think like
the criminal to find out if there is a way
to intervene in the lives of like-minded
people and stop a similar crime from
happening.
We inherently have a bias when
considering world events. Those of us
who grew up in a western nation view
and treat the world differently than
someone who grew up surrounded
by different culture, people and practices. It is not wrong for us to have this
bias; however, we have to be aware of
it and how it may impact our view on
the world and its events.
We stand with professor James
Strohman, and Iowa State University,
as we seek to create a well-rounded
student body that considers multiple
perspectives and encourages students
to tackle complex issues.

Editorial Board

What’s the difference between us and the fetus?
By Parker Trelka, freshman in
mechanical engineering

Professor
was right to
require new
perspectives

humanity, because the mind is
the first thing to go as they say.
My younger siblings would even
be less human than me because
they do not have a completely
developed brain or reproductive
system. Why then should we rule
out a fetus’ humanity if its development does not match ours?
E is for environment. A common argument of a pro-choicer
is that it is not human until it is
born. How can this be though?
What change happens in this
event we call birth? How does
where you are affect who you
are? When I visit family in Wis-

consin, do I change? How then
does a path 8 inches down the
birth canal make a human being?
Last, D, degree of dependency.
A fetus cannot usually live independent of its mother. If being
human is affected by our ability
to live independent of anyone
or anything, we have a huge issue. People depend on insulin
and pacemakers; without these
things they will die. Would it be
moral to kill these people because they are an inconvenience
to us? No.
Then why can we kill unborn
children?

Emily Barske, editor-in-chief
Alex Felker, opinion editor
Christine Hopkins, Daily staff writer
Adam Willman, community member
Mohamed Abufalgha, community member
Opinions expressed in columns and letters are
those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the Daily or organizations
with which the author(s) are associated.

Feedback policy:

The Daily encourages discussion but does not
guarantee its publication. We reserve the right to
edit or reject any letter or online feedback.
Send your letters to letters@iowastatedaily.com.
Letters must include the name(s), phone number(s),
majors and/or group affiliation(s)
and year in school of the author(s).
Phone numbers and addresses will not be
published.
Online feedback may be used if first name and last
name, major and year in school are included in the
post. Feedback posted online is eligible for print in
the Iowa State Daily.
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Courtesy of Thomas Pollard

Thomas Pollard, left, poses with his silver medal after finishing in second place at the Junior Olympics in Venezuela in 2016.

Pollard sets high bar with early success
Early bloomer relied on
as leader on the track
By Mike.Burvee
@iowastatedaily.com
Rising stars are often associated with
football or basketball players, especially
when looking at the collegiate sports landscape.
Iowa State has plenty of those highcaliber athletes, but it also has an up-andcoming star on its cross-country and track
and field rosters. This one athlete has the
potential to shine above the rest in his
respective sport.
Thomas Pollard, the son of Iowa State
Athletic Director Jamie Pollard, is making
a name for himself around campus.
Thomas has already hit a few milestones
in his young life, including a win at the
Drake Relays and a state championship
in high school. He also became the first
American in the field to finish at the Junior
Olympics in Venezuela last year.
“There’s not many guys I know that have
the motivation and intelligence to succeed
the way he has already,” Kevin Litchfield,
Thomas’s high school coach, said.

STARTING LINE
Thomas’ success story starts well before
Iowa State.
He first started his competitive running
journey in middle school. At the time, he
was just trying his hand at something that
he enjoyed. Long-distance running seemed
to come second nature to him. He just
needed to focus most on gaining strength
and working on increasing endurance.
Once he picked up the mechanics involved with the sport, Thomas decided he
needed more, and thus began to compete
in track as well.
“He competed in the Hershey meet for
school and then competed in the U.S. track
and field junior Olympics over the summer,” Jamie said. “He enjoyed the training
more so than the competing.”
Competition got even more difficult
once he began to compete for Gilbert High
School, where he met Litchfield. Litchfield
coached and mentored Thomas during his
four years at Gilbert.
Despite the scale tipping more in terms
of competition, Thomas kept it fairly even
by putting in even more hard work and
pushing himself to get better. The more
competition that was present, the more
motivation Thomas received.
There wasn’t much anticipation for early
success out of Thomas, except from himself. His freshman year at Gilbert resulted
primarily in the notion of how important
strength was. In order to keep up with his
peers and fellow runners, he would need
to improve.
After he achieved that goal, the pieces
started to fall into place his sophomore
year. The highlight of that season was
winning the 3,200-meter run at the Drake
Relays, which didn’t come as much of a
shock to the coaching staff.
“Nobody expected it, but we knew he
could,” Litchfield said. “That second year
was definitely a breakout year.”
Thomas proved he could win on a relatively big stage, not only earning him the
physical and mental aspect of a winner, but
also putting a target on his back.
Thomas already knew he had the potential to win, and the relays proved that fact
to everyone else as well. Determination,
strong work ethic and a vision to succeed
had finally manifested.
“He was always training to get better,”
Litchfield said. “He was constantly pushing
himself, never settling.”
The next year, Thomas was unable to
defend his title at the relays. Losing wasn’t
something that came often to him, but he

Thomas Pollard sets the pace in the boys 3200 meter run while running for Gilbert High School at the Drake Relays in Des Moines in 2015.

did endure his fair share over the years.
Iowa State.
The constant challenge provided by some
Thomas chose Iowa State mainly to
of his teammates helped Thomas continue ensure his best chance at success. Martin
to trend in the right direction. At least one Smith, the track and cross-country coach,
of them ended up running in the state meet, was the biggest reason why.
something Thomas got the chance to do
“Everywhere he’s been he’s developed
himself his junior year.
successful programs,” Thomas said. “He
As the spotlight continued to shine laid out his plan for developing the program
brighter, Thomas continued to perform and I wanted to be a part of it.”
better. He concluded his junior season by
Smith has the credentials to back up his
winning the state meet, running one of his successful coaching philosophy. He’s taken
best times at that
Oklahoma, Wisconpoint in his life.
sin and Virginia to
Despite his
national championsuccesses in high
ships, including win“He’s the type of
school, he rening multiple with
mained humble
Oklahoma.
athlete that takes
and continued to
Thomas has aland implements
seek improvement
ready begun to see
from his coaches.
the success that
advice from any
“He’s the type of
Smith can bring to
athlete that takes
the Iowa State prolevel coach, He
and implements
gram. Under his
would reach out to
advice from any
tutelage, Thomas
level coach,” Licompeted in mulcollege coaches and
tchfield said. “He
tiple international
would reach out
races, including two
Olympic athletes to
to college coaches
wins.
see what he could
and Olympic athGOING GLOBAL
letes to see what
do
to
get
better.”
he could do to get
One of the highbetter.”
lights in Thomas’
Kevin Litchfield
Thomas has a
young career was
Gilbert High School track and field coach
picture of his idol
the chance to comathlete, Chris Sopete against other
linsky, an Olympic
runners around the
distance runner for the United States. The globe. Even if he didn’t win, he was conphoto hangs in his room, personally signed stantly analyzing and growing from the
by Solinsky, along with the quote: “Dream experience.
big and never settle.” That quote provides
One of his competitions took him to the
daily motivation for Thomas.
Pan American Cross-Country ChampionDuring his time at Gilbert, Thomas not ship, where he placed second. Thomas ran
only became a better runner, but his team a time of 26 minutes and 14.72 seconds in
also improved. An average runner became a the junior men’s 8-kilometer, helping Team
great runner through competitions against USA win the event over teams like Canada
other teams and against Thomas himself. and Venezuela.
His level of training and success made his
His final race was the 10,000 at the U-20
teammates want to be the best they could World Championships in Poland during the
and motivated them to succeed.
summer of 2016. Though he didn’t win, he
Just when it seemed he might be peak- still ran a time of 29:53.84, a personal best.
ing, it was time for Thomas to graduate. He Finishing in 16th place, he was the fastest
had several colleges looking to recruit him, American in the field.
including Stanford, Oregon, Wisconsin and
Not only did he have one of his best

Ryan Young/Iowa State Daily

finishes, the time he ran was the fourth
quickest by an American at the World
Championships.
“It was eye opening for him,” Jamie said.
“He realized it’s one thing to win a U.S.
championship, it’s another thing to win
against guys from around the world.
“In some ways, it was humbling.”

CYCLONE DAYS
Thomas redshirted his freshman year,
which allowed him more time to train and
condition for his international races.
Another reason why Thomas made the
decision to come to Iowa State was proximity to home. Gilbert High School is 6 miles
away from Iowa State and is near where the
other Pollards live.
“We would have found a way to see him
compete regardless of where he ended up
going,” Jamie said. “We were happy that he
decided to go where he wanted.”
Thomas made his first appearance in
a Cyclone uniform during his freshman
cross-country season.
He started to come along strong in the
second half of the season. He was the first
Cyclone to cross the finish line in the Big 12
Championships, fourth place overall.
The team continued to succeed and
eventually made it to the national crosscountry meet. Thomas was also one of
three Cyclones to be named an All-Midwest
Regional runner.
The Cyclones finished 16th at nationals,
led by Thomas, who finished in 45th place.
In addition to leading the team, Thomas
was the third freshman in the field to finish.
“I was just doing my part,” Thomas said.
“It was a team effort, some of the older guys
really helped me out.”
Thomas made his Cyclone track and field
debut over the weekend at the Stanford
Invitational. He finished in 12th place in
the 5-kilometer race.
He’s already been part of success at
multiple levels, and his family, peers and
coaches will look forward to more success
in the future.
“I can see him progressing and becoming a leader at Iowa State,” Litchfield said.
“Having been part of his path to reaching
his goals will always be special.”
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Lanning makes strides at linebacker
By Aaron.Marner
@iowastatedaily.com
This time a year ago, Joel
Lanning sat at the top spot
on Iowa State’s quarterback depth chart. Zeb Noland, a true freshman, was
the most likely candidate
to be Lanning’s backup
and Jacob Park had yet to
arrive on campus.
A lot has changed in one
year.
Lanning still stands
atop Iowa State’s depth
chart, but not as quarterback. Since transitioning
to MIKE linebacker earlier this spring, Lanning
has taken plenty of steps
in the right direction and
has earned a spot with the
first-string defense.
Now, as spring practices
wind to a close before the
long summer offseason,
Lanning is poised to play
a prominent role for the
Cyclones’ defense.
Iowa State defensive
coordinator Jon Heacock
said there’s plenty of work
left to do, but Lanning is
making good progress.
“He’s improving all
the time,” Heacock said.
“There’s just lots of little
things that he has to learn,
but you’ve got to appreciate his attitude and his
effort.”
The defense as a whole
is very young. Even some
of the older players on
the defense are new to
Iowa State, thanks to Iowa
State’s decision to bring in
a number of junior college
players.
Lanning, who will be a
fifth-year senior when the
2017 season rolls around,
makes for an interesting
piece in Iowa State’s defensive puzzle.
On one hand, Lanning
has been described as a
leader within Iowa State’s
locker room. He’s been
with the team just about
as long as anyone else and
has overcome adversity
as he has stuck with Iowa
State through multiple offensive coordinators and
head coaches in his college
career.
On the other hand, Lanning has not played linebacker since the eighth
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Joel Lanning practices with the linebacker group during spring practice last week, facing off against quarterback Jacob Park. Lanning switched to linebacker this offseason.

“He’s improving all the time. There’s just lots of little things that he
has to learn, but you’ve got to appreciate his attitude and his effort.”
Jon Heacock
Iowa State defensive coordinator

grade. In many ways, Lanning is just as young and
inexperienced as the rest
of Iowa State’s defense.
Heacock called Lanning
a “good football player and
great leader,” and those
are traits that give him an
edge.
Head coach Matt Camp-

bell has alluded to a philosophy of wanting the
best 11 players on the field,
regardless of position, and
Lanning seems to fit into
that mix.
There have also been
questions about Lanning’s
availability as a two-way
player.
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Heacock said he hopes
Lanning will be available
every snap as a No. 1 MIKE
linebacker, but that may
not be an option if Lanning
is to play a large role for
the offense.
Campbell said Lanning’s
experience on the offensive side of the ball has

helped him adjust to playing defense.
“I think him playing on
offense for three or four
years and really having
the understanding of what
the offense is doing allows
him to be really active,”
Campbell said. “You’re
only going to see him con-

tinue to get better and better
and better.
“That’s why these practices are so important for a guy
like Joel Lanning, because
he’s really starting to settle
in and understand what he’s
doing.”
Campbell said to “count
on seeing him in some other
spots,” but the focus this
spring has been on linebacker.
This summer will be huge
for Lanning and the rest of
the young defense.
“He’s not where he needs
to be yet and he knows that,”
Heacock said, “but he’s doing a good job.”

Haylee Young advances
to NCAA Championship
Young to represent Cyclones on April 14-15 in St. Louis
By Austin.Anderson
@iowastatedaily.com
The Iowa State gymnastics season has come to an
end as a team after failing
to finish in the top two at
regionals in Lincoln, Nebraska, on Saturday.
Junior Haylee Young’s
season, however, will see
a few more weeks after she
moved on to compete at
the NCAA National Championship as an all-around
competitor.
The Cyclones finished
in sixth place out of six
teams at regionals to conclude their season as a
team.
LSU and Nebraska were
the two teams to advance
to the national championship.
“I’m very proud of the
team for showing their
character today,” coach
Jay Ronayne said in Iowa
State’s post-game press
release.
“To be dealt a hand
where they’re a half a
point in the hole to start
a meet and to fight all the
w a y t h r o u g h f i v e r o t ations, I’m very proud of
them. They easily could
have hung their heads and
given up, but they didn’t.
The Cyclones got off to
a less-than-stellar start to
the meet with two falls in
the first two routines on
the balance beam.
Young tied for the
team’s high score with
junior Hilary Green, both
recording a 9.800.
Young’s score of 9.900
in the Cyclones’ second
event, the floor exercise,
was her highest score of
the night, and the finish
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Junior Haylee Young qualified last weekend to compete in the NCAA
National Championships as an all-around competitor.

tied her for second overall
on the floor.
“I’m super excited just
because of how hard I’ve
worked all year,” Young
said in the release. “The
whole team has worked
so hard and I wish more
of them were coming with
me.
“I’m honestly not that
happy with my performance today, it wasn’t my
best, but I’m glad that I
was able to go.”
The Cyclones finished
the meet with their best
score of the night on the
uneven bars, a 49.025.

Young’s 9.750 on the
bars put her final allaround score at 39.175,
clinching her spot at nationals.
Young will compete at
the gymnastics championships at Chaifetz Arena in
St. Louis on April 14 and
15.
“I’m very excited for
Haylee to do it all again
and represent the Cyclones
at the national championship,” Ronayne said in the
release.
“I’m excited for her to
display on a national stage
what she’s all about.”
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AUTISM p1
boards and committees that
advocate for autism. He has
also given speeches and has
helped coordinate autism
awareness events. Arkland
will begin his term as cochair for the Autism State
Council later this year.
“What I want people to
know is I don’t consider
[autism] a disability. I consider it a lifestyle,” Arkland
said. “Yeah, there are things
I struggle with, but everyone struggles with something. It’s an ability, not a
disability.”
A high school speech
class assignment gave Arkland his first chance to publicly speak out about what
it is like living with Autism.
“After I started advocating for myself, I gained the
confidence to start new
things,” Arkland said. “Besides realizing I was capable
of doing anything I wanted
to, it was also a newfound
confidence in being included.”
Ian Allen, resource coordinator in the Student
Disability Resources Office
(SDR), has a similar view on
the importance of the inclusion of students with autism. Autism is categorized
as a learning disability at
Iowa State. SDR focuses on
accommodating for certain
academic needs that may
need to be met.
“[We need to] be more
proactive; do things to go
out of our way to provide
an inclusive campus and an
inclusive Iowa State experience,” Allen said. “It’s really
important that we change
stereotypes around people
with autism. We need to look
at where they come from
and challenge them. We
need to treat [people with
autism] as people rather
than a disability. We need to
acknowledge and celebrate
the expertise that they develop in areas that might be
different [than ours]. Embrace the differences.”

1 in 68
NEWS

children live with autism

source: www.autismspeaks.org

But given the spectrum of
autism, each student with
the condition faces different challenges. Though
learning disadvantages exist, there is also the challenge of navigating social
circumstances.
Allen said that autism
makes it harder for people to verbalize and communicate and sometimes
hinders recognition and
awareness of cues that otherwise might come more
readily.
“The socialization piece
may be even bigger, but
while we have the support
toward the academic part,
we don’t necessarily have
specialized instruction to
give when it comes to social
interaction,” Allen said.
Carissa Widseth attested
for said social challenges.
Widseth, junior in aerospace engineering, hails
from Waconia, Minnesota.
Widseth spoke on how
she has had to work harder to learn to understand
tones and social contexts
that others might otherwise
take for granted. These included the ability to com-

municate and realize what
is and isn’t “socially acceptable.”
“There was a really great
special needs program that
I was involved in in elementary school,” Widseth said.
“Before I realized being
autistic makes you a social outcast, which makes
it harder to make friends,
because it’s viewed as a bad
thing. I was bullied until I
learned how to act ‘neurotypical.’ One thing I haven’t
gotten down is eye contact.”
No matter the difficulties Widseth has faced, she
has not let these challenges
derail her in pursuing her
passions. Aerospace engineering means long days of
studying and labs.
Widseth loves spending
time studying social interaction and effective communication. She said this
has helped her grow and
overcome many struggles
she has faced while dealing
with relationships.
“Human interest is definitely a huge interest of
mine,” Widseth said. “That
and Star Trek.”
She went on to speak

about the importance of
promoting a platform for
individuals with autism to
talk about their experiences. She said that awareness
of the widespread spectrum
of ASD is vital to understanding the condition.
“I would rather it be autism acceptance month,
but we aren’t there yet,”
Widseth said when asked
about the importance of
autism awareness. “[Autism
awareness] is not quite as
important as autism acceptance. What is important is
accepting autism for what it
is, how it hinders and how
it helps.”
Autism Awareness Month
was first nationally declared
by the Autism Society in
April 1970, with the aim of
educating the public about
autism.
The month is about
accepting and including
people with autism within
school systems and communities. It was established
with the hope of achieving
widespread appreciation
and understanding of the
unique characteristics that
people with autism possess.
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Announcing...

new advancements in 2017

• 20,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art
academic and laboratory center
• Multiple student housing options
only steps away from campus
• 2 new Bachelor of Science degrees:
Health Information Management
and Public Health
1st B.S. HIM program in Iowa; 1st B.S. Public Health program in
central Iowa
*For more information about our graduation rates, the median debt of students who completed these
programs, and other important information, please visit our website at www.mchs.edu/disclosures.
It is Mercy College of Health Sciences’ policy to conduct all academic programs and business activities in a
manner that is free from unlawful discrimination and to provide equal opportunity for and equal treatment of
students and employees regardless of race, color, age, ethnicity, religion/creed, national origin, pregnancy,
sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, genetic information, sex, marital status, disability or status as a U. S.
veteran or any other factor protected by law. Inquiries regarding nondiscrimination policies may be directed to
the Vice President, Enrollment Management and Student Affairs or the Human Resources’ Business Partner at
515.643.3180, 928 6 th Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa 50309, mchshr@mercydesmoines.org.
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